This identity is equivalent to either one of the following identities provided the characteristic of the ground field F is different from two.
(1.1a) (x,y,z) + (z,y,x) = 0 for all x,y,z in A (Lib) (xy)z + (zy)x = x(yz) + z(yx).
Let A be any power associative algebra, then A defines a commutative power associative algebra A+, where A+ has the same vector space as A and A+ has as its multiplication the composition a ■ b = l¡2(ab + ba). Throughout this paper we shall use x • y to indicate the product in A + to distinguish from the product xv in A and the term algebra to mean finite dimensional algebra.
In the sequel we may need a useful identity (1.2) (x • y)z + (z -y)x = x • (yz) + z ■ (yx) which is obtained from adding (yx)z + (yz)x to both sides of (Lib). Let u be an idempotent of A. One may obtain the Pierce decomposition of A with respect to this idempotent u as: A = Au(l) + Au(%) + Au(0) (vector space direct sum)
where AU(X), X = 1, \, 0, is a subspace of A such that x is in AU(X) if and only if MX + xu = Xx. It is well known ( [1] ) that if A is a flexible power associative algeara, the Au (l) and ^4"(0) are orthogonal subalgebras of A, and Au(l)Au(\) ç= Afff) + Au(0) ; A flexible algebra will be called a u-stable algebra if AU(X)AU(:2:) çz Au(i),X = 0,1. A will be called a stable algebra if it is «-stable with respect to every idempotent uinA.A flexible algebra will be called a u-nilstable algebra if AU(X)AU(%) çz Au(\) + Ny_x, 1 = 0,1, where Ny and JV0 are nilsubalgebras of Au(l) and 4/0) respectively, ([8] , [12] ) and will be called a nilstable if it is n-nilstable with respect to every idempotent u.
It is known that every simple, flexible, strictly power associative algebra has a unity element 1 ([11] ). An idempotent u is called a primitive idempotent of A if in the Pierce decomposition, AU(T) contains no other idempotent besides u. The unity element 1 is a sum of pairwise primitive orthogonal idempotents Uy,u2,---,ut, where t is a unique positive integer and is called the degree of A. A simple, flexible, strictly power associative algebra A over a field F of characteristic not equal to 2 or 3 is an algebra of the following type: (1) a commutative Jordan algebra, (2) a quasi-associative algebra, (3) an algebra of degree two, (4) an algebra of degree one. Among these classes, the first two have been quite thoroughly studied, and the last one has been recently studied by Kokoris and Kleinfeld [10] .
Two special classes of flexible algebras of degree two have been studied recently, ( [9] , [12] ). It is known that every simple flexible power associative nilstable (stable) algebra of degree two over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic not equal 2, 3, 5 is] a J-simple algebra [12] .
In this paper we shall investigate the structure of a class of simple flexible power associative algebras of degree two which are stable with respect to an idempotent u. It is easy to show v = 1 -u is also an idempotent of A. In fact, AU(X) = AU(1 -X); A = 0,i,l.
II. Simplicities of A and A*. Throughout this section the algebra A is assumed to be of degree two and «-stable with respect to an idempotent u. The notations Ax will be reserved for AU(X), X ■» 0, J, 1 the component vector spaces in the Pierce decomposition of A.
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a flexible u-stable power associative algebra of degree two over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic not 2, 3 or 5. Then the algebra A is simple if, and only if, A+ is simple.
This theorem is obviously true in one direction, for any (two-sided) ideal in A is also an ideal in A+. Consequently, if A+ is simple, so is A. In order to prove the implication in the other direction, the following preparatory lemmas will be useful. The proofs of some of these lemmas are straight forward and we will omit them. Proof. It is well known that a commutative algebra A of characteristics not 2, 3 or 5 is power associative if and only if the identity
is satisfied by any elements x,y,x,w of A ( [1] ). Let x be in Ny,y be in ^4»»,z be in Ay/2 and w = u. We have (2 2) 4x'iy'z) + 2yix'z) + 2z'ix'y)
using the facts u-x = x, u-y = %y, and u-z = ^z. Since yz is in Ny+N0,
Let Proof. It will suffice to show the following five statements. Ob\iously(Ay/2M1/2)1/2=(M1/2Al/2)y,2,sinceA1/2My/2çzAy/2-My/2 + My/2Ay/2 and y41/2 -M1/2 = My + M0 follows from the fact that J is an y4+-ideal. Let y be in M1/2, z be in ^4i/2, yz = mY+ m0, yz = au + ty + a]/2 + ßv + t0 and zy = -au + Sy -a1/2 -ßv + s0 where m¡ is in M¡, s¡, t¡, a¡ ate in A¡, and a,ß, ate in F. Also let y* = uy -\y = \y -yu, for all y in ^41/2. [Since 2(u-z)y = zy= -au + Sy-a1/2 -ßv + s0, 2y(zu) = y(z -2z*) = yz -2yz* = my + m0 -2yz* and 2u-(zy) = -2au + 2sy-a1/2. Thus 2(^-z)n = 2y(zu) + 2u-(zy)-2(u-z)y = -au + Sy + my+ßv-s0 + m0 -2yz*. But since y is in AN it follows that <x = /? = 0. Hence, yz = i, + a1/2 + t0 and zy = Sy -a1/2 + s0 where t¡, s¡ ate in N¡.
Furthermore, 2m, = 2(y • z)u = st + my -s0 + m0 -2y z* and since y e M1/2, so yz* is in My + M0, thus s, is in My and s0 is in M0. Similarly ty is in Mt and t0 is in M0.
Lemma 2.6. For each x in AN, and y in Ai/2,xy is in JV + Al/2, and yx is in N + Ay/2. in /!>», wy = i y + y*,yu + |y -y* so x(uy) + y(ux) = %xy + xy* + %yx + yx*, on the other hand, ixu)y + («y)x = ¿xy -x*y + iyx -y*x. But x(uy) + y(«x) = (xu)y + (yu)x, thus x-y* + y • x* = 0, since y is in -4"• yx* is in iV, that means x-y* is in N, which in turn implies y* is in ,4N. Hence uy = i-y-l-y* is in AN.
Corollary
1. If y is in M1/2, then uy is in AN; that is, uMl/2 ç AN.
Corollary 2. If y is in AN and a is in A, then ay, ya both are in AN.
Proof. Let a = au + n be in Ay. Then ay = (au + n)y = ot(uy) + ny = a(uy) + ny is in AN by Lemma 2.7. and Lemma 2.8. Furthermore, since ya = y (au + n) = (a ¡2)y + yn is in AN + AN by Lemma 2.4. iThus ya = 2y ■ a -ay is in AN.
Lemma 2.9. If y is in M1/2, then vy is in M1/2 + uMy/2, that is vMy/2czMi/2 + uMy/2. Lemma 2.10. Let J = My+ M1/2 + M0 be a proper A+-ideal, then Lemma 2.13. M¡2)zNt, i = 1,0, and M^2sAN.
Proof. The first statement is obvious, since M¡ E N¡ and the fact that N¡ are subalgebras of A¡. The second half can be proved by Lemma 2.3, Corollaries to Lemma 2.7, Lemma 2.10, the Corollary to Lemma 2.11, and Lemma 2.10.
Lemma 2.14. Let J be a proper A+-ideal and M(2),J(2) be defined as above, then, AJ E J(2) and JA^J + AJ ç J<2>. (e) Let x be in M1/2, y be in Ny, then «y = y is in JVt so x-(uy) = x-.y is in Myl2 £ M(!2^, (j'ii)x = yx is in NyM1/2 £ M(i22, and (x-u)^ = %xy is in M1/2N çzMy/2 + NMl/2 £ Mj2]. Hence we have y(ux)= -x-(uy) +(yu)x + (x • u)y contained in M\22.
(f) Let a be in A1/2, m be in M1/2, and n be in JV: by the Corollaries of Lemma 2.7, nm is in AN and so (nm)-a is in JV. Also a(m-n) is in J (1) is just the 4+-ideal J from which our discussion started.
J(2) is the ^4+-ideal mentioned in Theorem 2.2, which properly contains J and J(2) and itself is contained in N + AN (Lemma 2.21). Along this line, we define J(3) from J(2), and the same conclusion can be obtained. Then J<3) is an ^4+-ideal or J(3) properly contains J(2), since simplicity of A is assumed. Hence, J(2) = 0 or JX3)zdJ<2\ J(3VJ(2). However, if J<2) = 0, then J(1) = J = 0, and we have proved what we want to show; otherwise J(3)zz> J(2), J(3)#J(2), J(3) properly contains J<2). We stay on the same track and obtain a sequence of strictly increasing sequence of ¿+-ideals, J (1) Proof. The first part of the theorem follows since A+ is finite dimensional while the second part follows from the definition of Jik+1) and Lemma 2.5. Now, we can go back and complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. We start with an v4+-ideal J, which is not equal to A +. If J # 0, we construct J(1),J(2),---,J(k), an increasing sequence of ^4+-ideals, and by Theorem 2.3, we have J £ J(k) = J(k+1), and J £ J(k) = 0, which leads to a contradiction. On the other hand, if J is an y4+-ideal, such that J ^= A+, then J = 0. This means A + contains no proper ideal which is exactly what we want to show, i.e. A+ is simple. We have now proved Theorem 2.1. A flexible algebra over a field F of characteristic prime to 30 is power associative if, and only if, x2x2 = (x2x)x for every x in A, which in turn means if, and only if, the equation (3.1) below is satisfied by every element x,y,z,w in A.
(xy + yz)(zw + wz) + (zw + wz)(xy + yx) + (xz + zx)(yw + wy) + (yw + wy)\xz + zx) 4-(xw + wx)(yz + zy) + (yz + zy)(xw + wx) Proof. Applying (3.1), we let x = x in B, y = y¡ in A1/2, z = u, and w = v. We make use of the orthogonality of Ay and A0 and of the fact ua = au = a. and va = av = a0, where a = a, + a0, for every a in C.
We find: Proof. We need only to show this for arbitrary elements a and b in B. Toward this end, we see that w is in A1/2, so wa,aw are in A1/2 by u-stability of A. Then, by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.5, w (ba) = b(aw) = (aw)b = (wa)b = w-(ab), and we have w-(ba) = w-(ab). However, ab and ba are both in B by Lemma 3.6, hence, w(w(fra)) = w(w(ai>)) or ab = ba, which is what we wanted to show.
A linear transformation of an algebra B is called a derivation on B if it satisfies the identity (xy)D = (x/))y + xiyD) for all x, y in B.
It is easy to show that every derivation of B is also a derivation of the attached algebra B +. However, in general, a derivation of B+ is not necessarily a derivation of B. In the special case we discuss in this chapter, the algebra B is a commutative subalgebra of A, hence B = B+, and every derivation of B+ is a Applying the result of A. Albert and L. Harper [4] and [6] to the ¡subalgebra B of A, we may state Theorem 3.3. Let A be a simple, flexible, u-stable, power associative algebra of degree two over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic not equal to 2, 3 and 5. Then the subalgebra B is ^-simple with respect to a set of(m + l)2 derivations of B, subject to the condition that (3.6) Du=-DJi, Du = 0, i,j = 0,l,-,m.
Furthermore, B = F(xy,---,xr) is a truncated polynomial algebra of r generators over F such that x° = 1, and xf = 0 for i = 1,2, -,r, and p is the characteristic of F.
Lemma 3.7. Let y¡,i = l,2,--,m, be as defined in Lemma 3.2 and a be any element in B. Then i3 7x
(yfi)u = (y¡u)a ; u(y¡a) = (uy¡)a.
Proof. Applying the flexible identity (1.2), we have (a-yt)u + (u-y¡)a = a-(y¡u) + u-(y¡a). Since both y¡ and y¡a are in A1/2, u-yl = \yi and u-(yid) = \yia. Furthermore, since a is in B, a • y¡ = ayt = y ¡a by Lemma 3.3. Thus (y¡a)u = (y¡u)a. Similarly u(y¡a) = (uy¡)a .
Lemma 3.8. Let y¡, i = 1, ■■■,m, and a be defined as in the previous lemma.
Then (38) "OvO = (ua)y¡ = aty,;
(y¡a)u = y¡(ua) = y ¡a y.
Proof. By the flexible identity (Lib), we have y¡(ua) + a(uy¡) = (y¡u)a + (au)y¡ or (3.9) yfiy-ayyi = (y¡u)a -a(uy¡) = (y,a)u -u(y,a)
by Lemma 3.7. On the other hand, since jj-a1 = yy -(u-a) = %y¡'a = ^y¡a by Lemma 3.2, yfiy = 2yi-a1 -ayy¡ = yta -ayy¡. Thus (3.10) yfiy + aty, = yta = (yta)u + u(y¡a).
Adding (3.9) to (3.10), we have ylai = (yia)u. Similarly, ayyi = u(yiu). Furthermore, xu =ux = x -ux = x -\x = \x. We have proved the lemma.
